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attempt to execute. In any case, before the end of May
1884 ne had been cut off from Egypt and shut up in Khartum
and the British Government was more or less committed to
an expedition for his rescue.
Meanwhile Graham's undertaking in the Suakin area had
met with considerable success. Marching out to the west, he
repulsed Osman Digna's first attack at El Teb, brought off the
garrison of Tokar in safety, and fought a second fierce battle
at Tamai. One of his squares was breached for a time, but
finally beat off its assailants, who were so cowed by their heavy
losses that their offensive will was completely broken, and
remained so even when the British force, its mission having
been accomplished, was withdrawn from Suakin, leaving only
a small garrison in that town.
Meanwhile Gladstone, the Prime Minister, was fighting
hard against what he regarded as a wanton attempt on Gordon's
part to drag England into intervention in the troubled affairs
of the Sudan, and it was not till September that the growing
pressure of public opinion, and the threatened revolt of part of
his Cabinet, compelled hiin to give a reluctant assent to the
despatch of a relief force to Khartum. Six thousand men were
given to Wolseley for this purpose, but much had to be done
before a start could be made. Supplies had to be provided,
camels and other animals to be collected in great numbers,
and the whole pushed up the difficult and treacherous course
of the Nile over 300 miles from Wady Haifa as far as
Korti, beyond the territory of Dongola, whence thfe advance
was eventually to commence ; and this process consumed weeks
and months of valuable time. It was not, in fact, till the end
of 1884 that Wolseley felt himself able to take the field with
reasonable hope of success. By this time reports as to the
perilous condition of Khartum induced him to modify his
original plan of campaign for an advance along the Nile all the
way, and to send a nying column of 2000 men under Stewart
across the desert from the river at Korti to touch it again at
Metemmeh, and thence make a dash to Gordon's rescue.
Meanwhile the rest of the force, 3000 men under Earle, were
to carry out the original programme, and regain touch with
the desert column after clearing the course of the river from
Korti by way of Abu Hamed and Berber to Metemmeh.
These operations however were, as it turned out, under-
taken too late to achieve their main object, the rescue of
Gordon. Stewart left Korti in the first week in January 1885,
and repulsing two fierce enemy attacks at Abu Klea, where
again the British square was penetrated for a few moments,
and at Gubat, touched river again at Metemmeh, where two of

